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Abstract 

Many practical (bio)chemical engineering problems involve the determination of 

optimal trajectories given multiple and conflicting objectives. These conflicting 

objectives typically give rise to a set of Pareto optimal solutions. To enhance real-time 

decision making efficient approaches are required for determining the Pareto set in a 

fast and accurate way. Hereto, the current paper integrates efficient multiple objective 

scalarisation strategies (e.g., Normal Boundary Intersection and Normalised Normal 

Constraint) with fast deterministic simultaneous approaches for dynamic optimisation 

(e.g., Multiple Shooting and Collocation). All techniques have been implemented as an 

add-on to the freely available automatic control and dynamic optimisation toolkit 

ACADO (www.acadotoolkit.org). ACADO Multi-Objective’s features are discussed 

and its use is illustrated on different (bio)chemical examples. 
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1. Introduction 

In practical (bio)chemical optimal control problems multiple and conflicting objectives 

are often present, giving rise to a set of Pareto optimal solutions instead of one single 

solution [1]. The most often exploited approaches to generate this Pareto set are (i) 

Weighted Sum (WS) approaches in which for a grid of different weights optimal control 

problems are solved with deterministic optimisation routines, or (ii) stochastic genetic 

algorithms [2] in which a population of solutions is updated based on repeated cost 

computations in order to evolve gradually to the Pareto frontier. Unfortunately, both 

approaches exhibit certain restrictions. For the weighted sum it is known that an equal 

distribution of weights does not necessarily lead to an even spread along the Pareto 

front, and that points in a non-convex part of the Pareto front cannot be obtained [3]. 

Stochastic approaches, although quite successful over the years [4], (i) may become 

time consuming due to the repeated model simulations required, (ii) are less suited to 

incorporate constraints exactly, and (iii) are limited to rather low dimensional search 

spaces, which restricts the control discretisations to coarse approximations. Recent 

scalar multiple objective optimisation techniques as Normal Boundary Intersection 

(NBI) [5] and Normalised Normal Constraint (NNC) [6] have been found to mitigate 

the disadvantages of the Weighted Sum, while still allowing the exploitation of fast 

deterministic solvers. Therefore, the aim is to use NBI and NNC in deterministic direct 

optimal control approaches in order to efficiently solve multiple objective optimal 

control problems in the (bio)chemical industry. In addition, these approaches are 

implemented in the software toolkit ACADO Multi-Objective, which is freely available 

at www.acadotoolkit.org in order to facilitate real-time decision making. 



 

2. Multi-objective optimal control problems 

A general multi-objective optimal control problem (MOOCP) is defined as follows: 
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Here, x are the state variables, while u and p denote the time-varying and time-constant 

control variables, respectively. The vector f represents the dynamic system equations 

(on the interval ξ ∈ [0,ξf]) with initial and terminal boundary conditions given by the 

vector bc. The vectors cp and ct indicate respectively path and terminal inequality 

constraints on the states, the controls and/or the independent variableξ. Each individual 

cost function can consist of Mayer and Lagrange terms. 
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In multi-objective (MO) optimisation, typically no single optimal solution exists, but a 

set of Pareto optimal solutions. Broadly speaking, a solution is called Pareto optimal if 

there exists no other feasible solution that improves at least one objective function 

without worsening another. (For a formal definition, see, e.g., [1].) 

3. ACADO Multi-Objective 

ACADO Multi-Objective extends the ACADO toolkit for automatic control and 

dynamic optimisation [7] with several MO approaches. Due to the self-contained, 

object-oriented, C++ implementation, the toolkit is easy-to-use, it does not require 

third-party software, and allows a flexible control over algorithmic settings.  
 

The idea behind ACADO Multi-Objective is the integration of efficient multi-objective 

scalarisation techniques with fast deterministic direct optimal control approaches. 

Scalarisation methods convert the original multi-objective optimisation problem 

(MOOP) into a (series of) parametric single objective optimisation problem (SOOPs) 

whose solution each time yields one point of the Pareto set. By consistently varying the 

method’s parameter(s) (often referred to as weights) an approximation of the Pareto set 

is obtained. Despite its intrinsic drawbacks, combining the different objectives into a 

convex Weighted Sum (WS) is still one of the most popular scalarisation methods. 

However, alternatives as NBI and NNC, that mitigate these drawbacks, exist. Direct 

optimal control approaches transform the original infinite dimensional optimal control 

problem via discretisation into a finite dimensional NLP. Sequential strategies (e.g., 

Single Shooting (SiS)) discretise only the controls leading to small but dense NLPs, 

while simultaneous approaches (e.g., Multiple Shooting (MuS) and orthogonal 

collocation (OCol)) discretise both the controls and states, resulting in large but 

structured NLPs. The NLPs can be solved fast by deterministic optimisation routines. 
 

It should be noted that although a number of commercial (e.g., gPROMS, PROPT) and 

non-commercial (e.g., DynoPC, MUSCOD-II, DYOS, DOTcvpSB) optimal control 

packages exist, none of them offers systematic and advanced multi-objective features. 

Fig. 1 shows the structure of ACADO Multi-Objective. Its features are the following. 
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• Multiple objective optimisation methods. Three 

scalarisation methods have been implemented: 

WS, NBI and NNC. The implementation is 

generic such that problems with any number of 

objectives can be tackled.  

• Weight generation. The weights wi are generated 

automatically based on a given step size. 

Currently, only convex combinations can be 

generated, i.e., satisfying w1+w2+…+wm = 1 and 

wi ≥ 0. However, more advanced generation 

schemes, which leave out the positivity 

constraints [8], can be incorporated as well. 

• Single objective optimisation problem 
initialisation. Different initialisation strategies 

for the series of SOOPs can be selected. First, all 

SOOPs can be initialised using the same fixed 

values provided by the user. Second, a hot-start 

strategy, which exploits the result of the previous SOOP to initialise the next one, 

allows a significant decrease in computation time. Finally, the weights can also be 

employed to use as an initial guess a linear combination of the minimisers of the 

individual objectives. 

• Direct optimal control methods. In the current version of ACADO, only SiS and 

MuS are available, OCol approaches are currently being implemented. 

• Integration and collocation methods. Different integration routines are available 

for ordinary differential equation (ODE) systems, e.g., explicit integrators as  

Runge-Kutta45 or Runge-Kutta78 and implicit integrators as BDF, which can also 

be exploited to solve systems of differential and algebraic equations (DAEs). All 

integrators have been equipped with forward and backward automatic differentiation 

options such that exact first and second order derivatives are available for the 

optimiser. Settings involve, e.g., the absolute and relative integration tolerances. In 

the near future several collocation schemes will be made available. 

• Optimisation routines. As optimisation routines SQP and interior point methods 

are available. Settings to be specified relate to, e.g., the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) 

optimisation tolerance.  

• Pareto filter. As NBI and NNC may produce non-Pareto optimal points, the 

solution set can be filtered using a Pareto filter algorithm (see [6] for details). 

• Visualisation. The resulting Pareto sets can be directly plotted for cases with up to 

three objectives. The optimal states and controls and their corresponding Pareto 

optimal cost values can be exported in different formats. 

4. Case studies 

To test the approaches and the toolkit, three (bio)chemical cases are studied. 

4.1. Case I: catalyst mixing problem in a tubular reactor  

This problem considers a steady-state plug flow reactor of fixed length, packed with two 

catalysts, involving a series of a reversible and an irreversible reaction (S1 ↔ S2 → S3): 
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Figure 1. Schematic structure of 

ACADO Multi-Objective. 
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with x1 and x2 the concentrations of S1 and S2, u the fraction of catalyst 1 and z the 

spatial coordinate. The original problem [9] considered the optimal mixing policy of the 

two catalysts in order to maximise the production of species S3: J1 = -(1-x1-x2). The 

fraction of catalyst 1 is bounded:  0 ≤ u ≤ 1. The reactor has a length zf equal to 1 and at 

the inlet only S1 is fed: x(0) = [1,0]
T
. To introduce a MO nature, the minimisation of the 

amount of the most expensive catalyst, i.e., catalyst 1, is added as an objective: J2=∫u dz. 

4.2. Case II: fed-batch bioreactor problem 

This problem relates to a fed-batch fermenter for the production of lysine [10]: 
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with x1 the biomass, x2 the substrate, x3 the product (lysine), and x4 the fermenter 

volume. u is the volumetric rate of the feed, which contains a limiting substrate 

concentration Cs,F of 2.8. The specific rates are given as follows for growth µ  = 0.125Cs, 

substrate consumption σ = µ/0.135, and production π = -384µ2
 + 134µ, with Cs = x2/x4 

the substrate concentration. The initial conditions are specified as x(0) = [0.1, 14, 0, 5]
T
. 

The aim is to derive optimal feeding profiles and batch times that maximise 

productivity: J1 = x3(tf)/tf and yield: J2 = x3(tf)/(∫uCs,F dt). For practical reasons 

constraints are imposed on the volume: 5 ≤ x4 ≤ 20, the feed rate: 0 ≤ u ≤ 2, the total 

amount fed: 20 ≤ ∫ uCs,F dt, and the operation time: 20 ≤ tf ≤ 40.  

4.3. Case III: temperature control of a jacketed tubular reactor 

Case III concerns a jacketed reactor with an exothermic, irreversible first order reaction:  
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with x1, x2 and u the dimensionless reactant concentration, reactor temperature and 

jacket temperature. (For parameters values, see [11]). The original aim was to derive an 

optimal jacket fluid temperature that maximises conversion:  J1 = CF(1-x1(zf)) and heat 

recovery via the jacket: J2 = β/zf ∫ (u-x2)dz. For practical reasons bounds are imposed on 

all variables: x1,min ≤ x1 ≤ x1,max, x2,min ≤  x2 ≤ x2,max, and umin ≤ u ≤ umax. The initial condi-

tions are given as: x(0) = [0,0]
T
. To make this case more challenging the reactor length 

zf is allowed to vary is between 0.5 and 1, and is added as a third objective: J3 = zf.  

5. Results 

In the current study, a Multiple Shooting approach with an SQP optimiser has been 

employed. Table 1 provides an overview of the computational results for the different 

cases and multi-objective methods: WS, NBI and NNC. Figs 2, 3 and 4, depict the 

Pareto sets and a selection of the optimal controls. Despite the fine control 

discretisations (i.e., 25 and 50), the toolkit is able to solve the MOOCPs fast and 

accurately for both the bi- and tri-objective cases. For integration and optimisation 

tolerances of at most 1E-6, CPU times on a 1.86 GHz machine with 2GB RAM are 

between 0.1 and 2 s per Pareto point and below 2 minutes for the entire Pareto set. With 

respect to the different multi-objective approaches, NBI and NNC have been found to 

yield identical results for all three cases. Although equidistant weights have been 

generated and used for all three methods, NBI and NNC clearly produce Pareto points 

with a more uniform spread than WS (see Fig. 2 and 3). Moreover, these methods are 

also able to find points in non-convex regions of the Pareto set (see Fig. 3). 
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For Case I, there is a clear and continuous trade-off (see the convex Pareto set in Fig. 2). 

When conversion is focused on, the optimal control consists of a max-singular-min 

structure, similar to the results in [9]. However, when more emphasis is put on limiting 

the use of catalyst 1, the max and singular arc shrink and eventually vanish. In Case II 

(see Fig. 3), a max-min-singular-min sequence and a short batch time are observed, 

when productivity is emphasised. Here, the fast feeding stimulates the fast biomass 

growth and lysine production. When more attention is paid to the yield, the initial max 

arc vanishes, the batch times increase and the height of the singular arc decreases. 

These actions limit the substrate consumption, while maintaining the production. Note 

that the non-convex region in the Pareto set is induced by the requirement of adding at 

least 20 g of substrate. In Case III, the 3D Pareto front is clearly continuous and convex 

(see Fig. 4). The arc structure is typically max-min-constrained-min. In the first reactor 

part the reactor temperature has to be as high as possible (without violating the upper 

bound) to stimulate conversion and heat production, while in the last part it has to be 

decreased to recover heat. When solely conversion or heat recovery are aimed at, the 

entire reactor is used (i.e., zf = 1). However, in the former case the control is used to 

maintain the upper reactor temperature until the outlet (i.e., no second min arc), whereas 

in the latter the upper temperature is only maintained in a small part, in favour of a large  
 

 
Figure 2. Case I: Pareto set obtained with WS, NBI and NNC (left); control profiles (right). 

 
Figure 3. Case II: Pareto set obtained with WS, NBI and NNC (left); control profiles (right). 
 

Table 1. Case I Case II Case III 

 WS NBI NNC WS NBI NNC WS NBI NNC 

# control pieces 25 25 25 50 50 50 50 50 50 

SQP iterations 91 93 91 633 519 521 835 518 528 

CPU time [s] 1.41 1.45 1.38 69.90 61.00 54.20 52.25 34.22 34.97 

# Pareto points 11 11 11 41 41 41 66 66 66 

CPU/Pareto point [s] 0.13 0.13 0.13 1.70 1.49 1.32 0.79 0.52 0.53 
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Figure 4. Case III: Pareto set obtained with NBI (�,+,�: individual optima; ∗,□,◊: intermediate 

points) (left); controls for individual minima (top right) and intermediate points (bottom right). 
 

heat recovery section at the end (i.e., a large second min arc). Alternatively, the reactor 

length is reduced to its minimum value, when this objective is solely concentrated on. 

The intermediate Pareto optimal points exhibit also intermediate behaviour, as expected. 
 

In summary, the ACADO Multi-Objective has been shown to be able to solve different 

types of MOOCPs (e.g., with/without singular arcs, with fixed/free end times, with 

control/state constraints) for different numbers of objectives. 

6. Conclusions 

This paper deals with the fast and efficient solution of (bio)chemical optimal control 

problems with multiple objectives. Hereto, several scalarisation techniques for 

multi-objective optimisation, e.g., WS, NBI and NNC have been integrated with fast 

deterministic direct optimal control approaches (e.g., SiS and MuS). All techniques 

have been implemented in the ACADO Multi-Objective toolkit (www.acadotoolkit.org).  
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